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2 (57) Abstract: The present invention is a multimedia management system for storing, manipulating, displaying, and packaging

multimedia content. The invention includes different aspects of handling and display of multimedia content, both on a PC and in

^5 association with external storage media. The system provides a visual inventory of such files to facilitate retrieval of desired content

from external removable media such as CD*s, DVD's or removable disk drives. Additionally, the present invention is directed to

systems and methods for creating, oi^anizing, distributing, and packaging digital content in a convenient manner.
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SYSTEMS, METHODS AND COMPUTER PROGRAM PRODUCTS
FOR MANAGINGMULTIMEDIA CONTENT

- TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates generally to multimedia content systems, and more

particularly to systems, methods and computer products for managing multimedia content.

Specifically, the present invention relates to software/hardware systems that are used to create,

organize, and master multimedia content. The present invention also includes the capability to

disseminate multimedia content over a computer network such as the Memet.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The popularity ofmultimedia content is rapidly expanding for use on personal computers

(PCs), handheld devices and across the Internet Today, the ability to stream or download

multimedia content, such as movies and music, to a PC from the Internet is increasing daily. The

number and types of computer program data files are also increasing. Currently, tiiere are

computer program file formats for digital video, digital audio and text, still images, 3D

animation, and MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface). Several examples of such data files

include JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group), GIF (Graphic Interchange Fonnat), TIFF

(Tag Image File Fonnat), MOV, WAV, AVI (Audio Visual Interleaved), and MP3 (Moving

Picture Exports Group 1, Audio Layer 3). Other data file formats are being developed regularly.

On the Internet today, PC users can access multimedia versions of television and cable network

programs. Users can also stream or download movie or music trailers for popular movies and

music videos. Due to advancements in PCs and the development of digital devices such as

DVD, digital cameras, digital video recorders and related technology, users are also generating

their own multimedia content, web sites, digital movies and other digital multimedia at an

astounding rate. Musicians use PCs to create digital music using MIDI. Writers and directors

are filming and editiug their own feature films on PCs using a variety of digital movie formats.

Everyone firom large corporations to individuals is creating their own web sites that iucorporate

any number of multimedia formats. As a result, it is becoming increasingly difficult for even the

most technical individuals to keep track of and organize their computer files containing

multimedia content. Furthermore, once the multimedia content is organized, many users wish to
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distribute copies of their multiniedia content to others, such as family members, firiends, or

associates so they can view the multimedia content as well.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The present invention is directed to systems, methods and computer products for

managing multimedia content in a manner that the content can be organized in a way to facilitate

creating removable media with desired multimedia content in a hierarchical structure for

playback and creation ofuser customized removable media labels, cover materials, insert

materials, and packaging materials. The invention in one aspect provides one button authoring

and burning or creation ofremovable media and all associated content, with the hierarchical

structure of the content translated to the structure of the content on the removable media. This in

tum allows playback of the removable media on a suitable playback or embedded device, while

providing playback options based upon the hierarchical structure of the content on the media. '

The invention thus provides simplified systems, methods and computer programs for storing,

manipulating, displaying, and packaging multimedia content.

[0004] In one aspect, the invention is directed to systems and methods for organization of digital

multimedia content, based upon subject matter or other characteristics of the multimedia. The

organized digital multimedia content is encoded into a predetermined digital format for storage

on a removable media, such as a compact disc (CD), in the predetermined digital format. The

system and method allows one button authoring and burning ofthe CD, and provides for

selective playback options on any suitable playback device. Using the system, the user creates a

stream of encoded digital data comprising the selected digital multimedia content as organized.

The system and method provide authoring and btiming of the CD or generating ofremovable

media with the desired multimedia content by a single user implemented operation. The CD or

other removable storage media generated in this manner may then be used for playback ofthe

multimedia content on any other PC or within auy playback device, such as aDVD player,

supporting the digital format in which the information is encoded. The ability to simply organize,

and simply author digital multimedia content in this manner provides significant advantages in

the handling ofsuch multimedia content," and facilitates distribution and use of such content.

[0005] Various systems, methods and products ofthe present invention may utilize multimedia

contesat &om any source, such as content captured and managed according to the management

system as described in co-pending U.S. Provisional Applications, Serial Nos. 60/200,096 fi.led
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April 27, 2000 and 60/202,469 filed May 8, 2000, which are hereby incorporated by reference.

The management system provides a visual inventory of all multimedia content, whether on the

PC or stored on external removable media, to facilitate retrieval of desired content from external

removable media such as CD's, DVD's or removable disk drives. Content is indexed by the

system for easy retrieval from such removable media or from the PC database by reference to a

relevant index file to minimize the searching necessary to locate specific content. As an

example, with the burgeoning use of digital cameras and digital video recorders, individuals are

creating.a voluminous amoxmt of digital files stored on CD's or other external storage media, and

any specific photograph or movie chp must be searched for throughout the user's collection of

removable media. When the present invention is used in conjunction with the multimedia

management system.that is described in the aforementioned provisional patent applications, a

completely seamless and integrated multimedia handling system is established. Specifically^ the

multimedia management system user interface provides a plurality ofpredefined fiinctions to

imiquely index multimedia files, create an index database file, and create visual representations

of the files for later retrieval via a media library fimction of the media management system

resident on a PC. The indexed file stores a pointer in the management system database to the

physical file location, while providing a thxunbnail image that can be used to represent the file in

the management system user interface. This allows multiple pointers ia the media management

database, which relate to a single physical file stored on computer media. Thus, there is no need

to storage of multiple physical files of the multimedia data, thereby saving storage space.

Additionally, the media management system allows organization of the multimedia files into

virtual albums of favorite multimedia files for easy access, while archiving the source material.

The indexing system will automatically drop the indexing information into the library files for

access. In this manner, the multimedia management system allows the digital multimedia

content to be organized in a manner which allows the user to author a CD whereia such content

is output on the external media in a desired format by simply clicking one button. The

multimedia content may be formatted in a maimer that upon playback, whether in aDVD player,

another digital media player or a PC, provides menu information for accessing the multimedia

content.

[0006] The invention is also directed to providing the media management system in conjunction

with an embedded device, for playback ofmultimedia content generated on removable media as
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described. The media management system engine can be provided in an embedded or dedicated

playback device, such that the removable media is simply inserted into the device and w^ill

automatically play back on the device, without requiring any operation or functions to be

performed by the user.

[0007] The systems, methods and products ofthe present invention also provide user interface

utility programs to allow a user to create CD's, DVD's or the like usiag the digital content of

interest. Full CD/DVD/Mini Disc (MD) mastering capabiUties, including the creation of a user

customized CD/DVD/MD label, cover materials, insert materials, jewel case and content are one

feature of the present invention. The mastering utihties of the present invention allow the user to

create graphic and other infonnational content for use with labeling the removable media.

Furthermore, the labeling capabilities of the present invention are also appUcable for use in

association with the removable media 's storage case or housing, and is printable on appropriate

labels or materials.

[0008] The mastering utility also has the capability ofallowing a user to select desired digital

content and to create a custom CD or other removable media. A portable playback utility

program can.be integrated with the multimedia content that is mastered onto the CD/DVD or

other removable media. Thus, when the creator ofa customized CD/DVD masters the

multimedia content, a multimedia viewing utility may be supplied along with the multimedia

content. This software viewer is self-contained with the multimedia content, and allows the

mastered CD/DVD to be played back on any PC. Software could also be provided to allow the

user to manipulate the content easily. In this way, custom shdeshows or other multimedia

presentations may be created and easily played by a user.

[0009] In another aspect, the present invention provides the ability to organize multimedia

content stored on flash media readers, with flash memory being used by many digital devices for

temporary storage ofmultimedia content. A removable media reader, such eis a flash media

reader, may be configured with firmware to support the multimedia management system, or the

operating system can be used to notify the multimedia management system that new removable

media has been inserted, regardless of the type ofremovable media. The detection of the flash

memory or removable media would automatically launch a software wizard to prompt the user

on organizing and storing the multimedia content. Alternatively, multimedia content may be

pre-configured on external storage media of a suitable type, such as write once memory devices
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such as contemplated to be produced by DataPlay, Inc., ROM devices, SmaitMedia as produced

Toshiba Corporation, or oUier flash memory devices. The preconfigured content will be stored

on the media in a manner that when it is plugged into a reader or a PC, software resident on the

PC will recognize the data fonnat and pull the data into the multimedia management system for

organization and storage and/or.playback. Without the user having to perform any function, the

multimedia content will be automatically organized within the multimedia manageinent system

based upon instructions provided in association with the multimedia content

[0010] The present invention also relates to systems and methods for sharing the midtimedia

content in a simple manner with others such as fiiends or family members. The user organizes

their multimedia content and is then able to select specific multimedia content to be accessed by

specified individuals via the Internet. The user's PC will function as a server used for sharing

content via standard Internet protocols, for example using TCP/IP and transferring contents of

the shared materials using FTP. Appropriate multimedia viewing programs may be downloaded

by a recipient to allow viewing of the multimedia content or an appropriate viewer may be

resident on the recipient's PC. If the recipient has the media management system as described in

the above provisional applications, the content could also be integrated into the recipients system

for later access, or could be placed into a local database created on the recipient's PC.

Alternatively, the content may be downloaded to an external device, such as a CD, and played

back using a portable device provided with the software for accessing and playing the content.

As a further example, the system and methods may also allow automatic adjustment of the

resolution of the content for playback based upon the characteristics of the users particular

playback system.

[0011] These along with other objects and advantages of the present invention will become more

readily apparent jfrom a reading of the detailed description taken in conjunction with the

drawings and the claims.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0012] FIG. 1 is a block diagrammatic depiction of various non-digital media as produced by

various methods, which can be digitized and made available for use in the present invention.

FIG. 1A is a block diagrammatic depiction of digital media, which can be used in the

present invention.
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FIG. 2 is a block diagrammatic depiction of the functional components of a multimedia

management system.

FIG. 3 is a block diagrammatic depiction of the functional components of the multimedia

utility suite according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 4 is a block diagrammatic depiction of the system and methods according to an

embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 5 is a graphical representation ofthe user interface associated with the multimedia

management system for implementing the systems and methods of the invention.

FIG. 6 is a block diagrammatic depiction of the authoring utility according to an

embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 6A is a block diagrammatic depiction ofan alternate embodiment "of the authoring

utihty according to the invention.

FIG. 7 is a graphical representation showing the organization and selection ofmultimedia

content via the user interface.

FIG. 7A is a graphical representation showing the mapping of multimedia content to

removable media based upon the organization and selection ofmultimedia content via the

multimedia management system.

FIG. 8 is a block diagrammatic depiction ofthe operation ofthe CD/DVD mastering

utility of the present invention.

FIG. 9 shows fix>nt and back elevational views of a finished CD label, cover, and insert

created using the removable media mastering utiUty of the present invention.

FIG. 10 is a block diagrammatic depiction of the operation for the media sharing utiHty of

the present invention.

FIG. 1 1 is a block diagrammatic depiction of the operation of the media wizard utility of

the present invention.

Detailed Descrintion of the Invention and Drawings

[0013] The present invention is fiilly described hereinafter with reference to the attached pages,

in which preferred embodiments of the invention are shown. The invention may also be

embodied in many different forms and should not be construed as limited to only the disclosed

embodiments. The provided embodiments are included so the disclosure will be thorough,

complete and will fully convey the scope of the invention to persons of ordinary skill in the art.
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[0014] A person ofordinary skill in the art would appreciate that the present invention may be

embodied as a method, data processing system, computer program product or may include

devices for management and access to digital cont^at developed by the user. As such, the

present invention may take the form of an embodiment comprised entirely ofhardware; an

embodiment comprised entirely of software or an embodiment combining software and hardware

aspects. In addition, the present invention may take the form ofa computer program product on a

computer-readable storage medium having computer-readable program code means embodied in

the medium. Any suitable computer readable medium may be utilized including hard disks, flash

memory cards, CD-ROMs, optical storage devices, or magnetic storage devices.

[0015] The present invention may be described with reference to flowcharts and/or diagrams that

illustrate methods, apparatus or systems and computer program products. It should be

understood that each block of the various flowcharts, and combinations ofblocks in the

flowcharts, can be implemented by computer program instructions. Such computer program

instructions can be loaded onto a general-purpose computer, special purpose computer, or other

programmable data processing device to produce a machine, such that the instructions that

execute on the computer or other programmable data processing apparatus create means for

implementing the functions specified in the flowcharts. The computer program instructions can

also be stored in a computer-readable memory that directs a computer or other programmable

data processing device to ftmction in a particular manner, such that the instructions stored in the

computer-readable memory produce an eirticle ofmanufacture including instruction means which

implement the function specified in the flowcharts or diagrams. The computer program

instructions may also be loaded onto a computer or other programmable data processing

apparatus to cause a series of operational steps to be performed on the computer or other

programmable apparatus to produce a computer implemented process such tiaat the instructions

which execute on the computer or other programmable apparatus provide steps for implementing

the functions specified in the flowcharts or diagrams.

[0016] It will be understood that blocks of the flowcharts or other descriptive indicia support

combinations of means for performing the specified functions, combinations of steps for

performing the specified functions and program instniction means for performing the specified

functions. It is also to be understood that each block of the flowcharts or diagrams, and

combinations ofblocks in the flowcharts or diagrams, can be implemented by special purpose
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hardware-based computer systems which perform the specified functions or steps, or

combinations of special purpose hardware and computer instructions,

[0017] The present tuvention could be written in a number of computer languages including, but

not limited to, C, C-H-, Basic, Visual Basic, Smalltalk, Java, and other conventional

programming languages. It is to be understood that various computers and/or processors may be

used to carry out the present invention without being limited to those described herein. The

present invention can be implemented on an IBM or IBM~compatible personal computer,

preferably utilizing a DOS, Windows 3.1, Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows NT, Unix, Linux

or OS/2 operating system. The present invention cotdd also be implemented on an Apple or

Apple-compatible personal computer, preferably utilizing its own operating system. However, it-

should be understood that the present invention could be implemented using other computers

and/or processors, including, but not limited to, mainframe computers, mini-computers, personal

digital assistant (PDA) devices, embedded or dedicated devices for playback ofmultimedia

content or other suitable devices.

[0018] More specifically, the present invention provides users with a simple and intuitive

method and computer program for reviewing and managing their multimedia content, which can

include digital video, digital audio and text, still images, animation, and MIDI. The various

types ofmultimedia content are typically in the form of digital computer file formats. Today

there are dozens ofmultimedia file formats such as JPEG, GIF, TIFF, MOV, WAV, AVI, and

MPS. The present invention also provides the unique ability to create removable media

containing digital content so that the content can be shared or played back via a standard player

device or another PC. The invention also provides the abihty to share content via the Internet for

simple access and viewing by a recipient.

[0019] Turning now to Fig. 1 , non-digital or what may be referred to as legacy media content has

in the past come in a variety of analog forais including photographs as generally indicated at 10,

which in turn can come in a variety of forms such as sUdes housed in a sUde carousel 12, photo

albums 14, or miscellaneous discrete individual photographs as indicated at 16. Individual

photographs which are not contained on slides or within a photo albmn typically are stored in

bulk together in a box or other container. Other past legacy media content includes music 20,

such as records 22, cassettes or other tapes 24 or other analog music formats. Additional forms

of legacy media content include analog video or movie content 30, such as'8 milhmeter or other

8
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film, video tape 34 for viewing on a video cassette recorder (VCR), or other video type materials

or formats. It should be recognized that the variety of legacy media content stored on different

media or forms presents significant problems for the user in terms of organization of their videos,

music and pictures. Today, the user can convert legacy content ofthis type into digital format for

organization and outputting in the multimedia management system. For example, a standard

legacy photograph can be scanned into a PC using a flat bed scanner, such as the Hewlett

Packard HP 4300 CSE.

[0020] As seen in Fig. lA, with the advent of digital formats for each ofthese media types, the

varieties ofmedia have expanded greatly. Digital media as compared to the analog forms ofFig.

1 can be stored on a computer system. Even the analog media of Fig. 1 can be digitized to

convert it to a proper form for storage and viewing on a computer system. Digital media include

digital music formats, such as CD's 26, or other digital formats such as Mini Disc (MD), MP3,

etc. Pictures are now taken with digital cameras 28, and stored in digital formats, and movies are

taken with digital video cameras 36. Either original digital media, or analog or legacy media

which has been transformed into a digital format, can then be stored on a personal computer

(PC), as well as on extemal digital storage media such as a CD or DVD. The present invention

is directed at providing the ability to handle and organize digital content, create removable media

and distribute digital content in a simplified and effective manner, which enables the user to

more easily access, share and enjoy multimedia content.

[0021] Fig. 2 refers to a block diagram of a multimedia management system 40 for storing,

manipulating and displaying multimedia. The system 40 may comprise a user interface 42, a

plurality ofpredefined functions 44, a multimedia acquisition interface 46, and system controls

48, as an example. The system 40 is designed to provide a user with a simple and easily

implemented method, system and computer program for acquisition ofmultimedia content;

management and storage thereof, as well as reviewing multimedia content on a PC. The

multimedia content can include digital video, digital audio, still images, animation or other types

ofmultimedia content now known or hereafter developed. Typically, various types of

multimedia content may be stored in the form of a digital computer file, in a variety of

multimedia file formats, such as JPEG, GIF, TIFF, MOV, WAV, AVT, MIDI and MP3. Other

formats known or hereafter developed are also contemplated in the present invention, A suitable

multimedia management system and methods may be in accordance with the invention as
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described in the applicant's co-pending provisional patent applications, which have been

incorporated by reference. Other suitable multimedia management systems or tools may also be

usable in conjunction with the present invention, and it should be understood that the present

invention is not limited thereby. The management system is designed to orgardze the multimedia

content into a hierarchical scheme in the preferred embodiment. Generally, the abihty to

transform all types ofmultimedia content into various digital formats which can be stored on a

PC, allows the user to utilize the processing power of the PC to organize and easily retrieve the

multimedia content. Alternatively, even without a multimedia management system, multimedia

content may still be transformed into a digital format and stored on the PC, and subsequently

used in accordance with the present invention.

[0022] The invention in one aspect is directed at providing the user a simple and effective way to

create multimedia presentations from their sources ofmedia as stored on their PC or acquired

from the Internet or the like. The invention provides the user with the ability to create

midtimedia presentations using the hierarchical structure of the media as organized using the

media management system 40. As will be described in ftirther detail, the hierarchical

organizational stmcture ofthe media can be used to provide selective playback options

automatically in the created multimedia presentation, and can also be used to automatically

master materials for removable media,

[0023] As will also be hereafter described in more detail, the invention allows the user to create

multimedia presentations for playback on other PC's. Similar to creating removable media

according to the invention, the user can organize and create a multimedia presentation and

transfer it to others in electronic form for playback via the recipient's PC. For example, the

multimedia presentation created according to the invention can be emailed to a recipient via the

internet or other network, with the presentation including an executable file in an embedded

player, such that upon receipt, the user may open the presentation and it will automatically play

on their PC. Alternatively, the presentation could be created for playback via conventional media

playback devices for use with PC's, such as Windows Media Player or the like.

[0024] The multimedia content, whether generated in digital form or legacy media converted to

digital form can be stored on a PC or on removable media. The multimedia content can be

archived on removable media to reduce PC memory requirements, and removable media can also

be used to share multimedia content. The multimedia content is created or converted to a digital

10
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format which may be stored on a PC for archiving, storage and management thereof via the

management system 40, as well as viewing or listening via the PC. It is also possible to store the

digital multimedia content on extemal digital media storage formats such as CD's, DVD's or

other digital removable media: Although in the recent past, the abihty to create a CD or DVD has

been limited to professional use for the most part, CD orDVD recording devices using

recordable CD's (CDR or CDRAV) for use with their PC is increasing. Presently, a common use

ofthe CDR/W is to create a digital audio CD, which can be played in any standard music CD

player, thus allowiag the user to download from the Internet music in digital formats which can

then be recorded onto the CDR/W. Although not typical oftoday's use, the CDR/W drives

presently can or will provide support for other digital formats, such as video CD 2.0 and super

video CD formats, in addition to supporting standard audio CD formats. For example, video CD

(VCD) 2,0 can support the storage of still pictures at various resolutions, such as the NTSC

standard formats 352 by 240 or 704 by 480 presently. Additionally, video format, such as Mpeg-

1, is supportable at resolutions of 352 by 240. This support is in addition to digital audio formats

to provide stereo music. Likewise, super video CD (SVCD) also provides support for still

pictures at resolutions of480 by 480 or 704 by 480, as well as digital video such as Mpeg-2 at

resolutions of 480 by 480. Additionally, digital audio is supported for stereo music or 5 plus 1

surround sound as examples.

[0025] In addition, most DVD players presently being sold support the VCD 2.0 or Si^er VCD

standard, such that a CD created with digital midtimedia content in the VCD 2.0 or Super VCD

format can be played back on aDVD player. The present mvention may also allow creation of a

multimedia presentation in DVD format for playback on any DVD player. Such support on DVD
players or CD players would also be expected to expand greatly to allow playing of a variety of

digital formats therewith. There are also dedicated VCD 2.0 and SVCD format players as well

as other dedicated format playback devices, and in addition to these present day capabilities, the

significant expansion in the use of digital formats and provision of digital format players would

be expected to continue. The present invention contemplates use of any such developments. The

present invention also supports the creation of audio files, such as MP3 files, to create MP3 data

CD's and Digital Audio CD's which can be played back on suitable playback devices.

[0026J Further to the above, digital formats many times will support use ofmulti-level menus,

and presently VCD 2.0 and SVCD support the use ofsuch multi-level menus. In this manner,
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multi-level menus can easily be implemented on aDVD or other digital foimat player to allow

the user to use the menu for navigating through digital materials stored thereon a CD or DVD.

In fact, present support ofVCD 2.0 and SVCD formats on DVD players would allow the user to

use theirDVD remote control for navigating through menus to access digital mxiltimedia content,

such as pictures and videos, stored on their VCD 2.0 or SVCD organized CD. This would allow

the user to browse, view and play content on their television or other monitor using the DVD .

remote control. Similarly, other digital content playars will likely support such functions, and

are contemplated for use in accordance with the invention. The present invention also allows for

the development of dedicated portable media player that implements the functionality of the

multimedia management system organization and preview program. The portable player would

be approximately the size ofPDA devices, such as the "Palm" and "CE" devices available today.

The operating system could be any of the standard PDA OS's (e.g., Palm OS, CE OS, etc.).

When the device is turned on, a standard multimedia management system interface (e.g..

Thumbnails) can be displayed on the PDA screen. The portable media may have pre-loaded

content that can then be navigated and selected in the same basic method as described in the

multimedia management system. The user may be able to play the thumbnails in place or play

the content in full screen mode. Additional multimedia content (e.g., WAV, AVI, MP3, JPEG,

etc..) can be downloaded to the portable player through a removable flash socket (e.g.,

SmartMedia) or standard commimication interfaces (e.g., USB, Firewire, RF, BlueTooth, etc.).

The portable player will allow a user to take their multimedia content anywhere with them and

play it back for their enjoyment (e.g., plane, train, automobile, etc.) using the same consistent

multimedia navigation and organization system.

[0027] Turning to Fig. 3, the present invention 50 is comprised of a suite of integrated

multipiedia utility programs 54 that allow one to manipulate, organize, and create digital

multimedia content. In one aspect the present invention is directed to an integrated system of

computer hardware/software as well as methods. This computer hardware/software and method

for the same provides the user with an easy to use interface 52 and system control 56 for

organizing digital multimedia content, as well as for creating removable digital storage media,

such as CD's, DVD's or other media, which can then be readily distributed and shared with

family, friends or others.
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[0028] In Fig. 4, various fimctions and operations of the system and method according to the

invention are shown generally. A mailtimedia management system 60 provides information to

the functions/utilities 54. These functions/utilities include a multimedia authoring utiUty 62,

allowing the user to create removable media having selected multimedia content thereon in a

format suitable for playing on a digital media reader, with the organization of the multimedia

content mapped to the removable media. There is also provided a CD wizard 64, which is used

to create full CD mastering for a removable media. A multimedia sharing utility 66 is provided

to allow a user to select multimedia content within the multimedia management system, which

will be made accessible to another computer via an Intemet coimection. There is also provided a

media wizard 68, which allows a media reader to support integration into the multimedia

management system 60, in a manner to simply organize and store multimedia content in a

selected manner. The multimedia management system 40 may include a user interface as shown

in Fig. 5. In the embodiment shown, the user interface generally indicated at 70, may comprise

an entertainment center appearance with media displayed on a "monitor or TV" representation

72. The "monitor" 72 may be configured to have several viewing areas, such as to browse

through the Library of still pictures, watch a slideshow or the like. The interface 70 may also

have control buttons 74, for controlling viewing options associated with the media and media

presentations. There also may be representations of audio/video components 76, and

representations ofmedia types 78, which may be selected by the user.

[0029] The authoring component of the system and methods is illustrated generally in Fig. 6.

The multimedia management system allows creation of a multimedia presentation and

automatically creates the presentation in a manner to prepare the user's archived multimedia files

for outputting to removable media. The multimedia management system is initiated and the user

is prompted to select- the desired content that he or she wishes to transfer onto the removable,

recordable media at 92. For example, using the multimedia management system with at least one

main level and possibly further comprising at least one sub-level menu. Tliis may be thought of

in terms of creating a virtual library comprising "albums" having *'sub-alb\mis" and a pointer to

the actual physical files stored on the computer or removable media. The user may then select

the organized multimedia catalog firom the multimedia management system at 94. The user could

also select and structure actual files and directories into the hierarchical organization fi'om the

hard drive of the computer system, in addition to supporting the structure in the media
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management system database. Although nothing would limit the user from authoring removable

media without a main menu (e.g., root directory) or sub-level menus, the organization of the

content in the system allows the addition of such menus simply, and the menu allows easier

navigation through the content.

[0030] In this manner, such as shown in Fig. 7, the user can simply organize the multimedia

content, such as for a subject (e.g. Ireland Vacation), that which can then be transferred to

removable media and shared with others. The management system may support the abihty to

create a slide show as an example, which then may be saved as an album. In this way the user

could then create a shde show of this sUde show saved as an album by means of the authoring

utility.

[0031] Once the user selects the multimedia catalog at 94, a one-button command may be

provided on the user interface, to create a multimedia presentation on removable media such as

CD/DVD media from the organized multimedia catalog at 96. Alternatively, the interface could

support dragging the album to the CD/R component of the multimedia management system

interface. The multimedia management system will then automatically convert any multimedia

data to be compatible with the target media (e.g. a VCD 2.0 CD) by encoding the data at 98. The

. authoring utihty then takes the file structure presented in the multimedia system album and

creates a CD/DVD disk image, which maintains the hierarchical relationship between the albums

and sub-albinns in the multimedia management system.

[0032] For example, the catalog structure of organization provided by the multimedia

management system could comprise a hierarchical arrangement of the multimedia as shown in

Fig. 7. The interface 120 may provide a hsting ofmedia content in the hbrary or database

associated with the multimedia management system at 121, allowing the user to select desired

content. The interface 120 may also provide a graphical representation of the selected content at

122. In the example shown, the user has selected the multimedia content in the system relating to

an Ireland vacation, with the structure of albums relating to this content shown. The hierarchical

structure created by the user by means of the multimedia management system is shown to

include a Top Album 123, being the Ireland Vacation in this example, and Albums 124, relating

to content related to "Countryside", **Historical", 'Irish Music' and "Sea Towns'* as examples.

Even ftirther, the content has been organized into sub-albums 125 within the "Historical" Album,

comprising "Castles" and "Churches" as examples. Upon selection ofthe "Historical " Album,
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the interface 120 will display the content within the Sub-Albums in the display area 122 for

browsing. To provide automatic authoring and burning of a multimedia presentation on

removable media, the hierarchical relationship of the content is used. Upon selection of the one

button author and bum function 126 via the interface 120, an auttior/bum wizard will be

launched to initially author the content into a multimedia presentation. In the example shown in

Fig. 7, the authorA>um wizard comprises an algorithm to navigate through the content and create

a presentation, such as in the following example. Each Album in the selected hierarchy of

content is analyzed and assigned the Attribute of a 'Tlay List" or a *Toldef'. A Play List is an

Album that contains multimedia files, but does not contain any Folders. A Folder is an Album .

that Has a Sub-Album. If an Album contains both multimedia files and a Sub-Album. In such a

case, the algorithm may be configured to assign the original Album the Attribute ofFolder, and

to create a new virtual Album of the remaining content, which is assigned the Attribute of a Play
'

List. Once the list ofAlbums is assigned Attributes in this manner, the list ofAlbums is

organized to create Menu buttons and associated multimedia content to create a multimedia

presentation on removable media. The following Table shows the Ireland Vacation example in

terms of assigmng Attributes and mapping the content as organized in the multimedia

management system to removable media. With reference to Fig. 7, the hierarchy shown is treated

as follows:

Table 1

1 . Top Album = Ireland Vacation, Assigned Attribute = Folder

1 . Level 2 Album = Countryside, Assigned Attribute = Playlist

• Picture 1

• Picture 2

• Picture 3

m Picture 4

• Picture 5

2. Level 2 Album = Seaside, Assigned Attribute = Playlist
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• Picture 6

• Picture?

• Picture 8

• Picture 9

• Video 1

3 . Level 2 Album = Historical, Assigned Attribute = Folder

1 . Level 3 Album - Churches, Assigned Attribute = Playlist

• Picture 10

• Picture 11

• Picture 12

• Picture 13

• Videa2

2. Level 3 Album = Castles, Assigned Attribute = Playlist

• Picture 14

• Picture 15

• Picture 16

• Picture 17

• Video 3

4. Level 2 Album = Irish Songs, Assigned Attribute = Playlist

• Songl

• Song 2

• Song 3

Based upon the Assignments made to Ihe Albums and/or Sub-Albums, such as in the previous

.example, flie system then maps the content to removable media, such as to create aDVD

slideshow, as follows:
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Table 2

1. Title ofDVD Slide Show: Top Albiiin == Ireland Vacation, Attribute = Folder

1. Button 1 on First menu in DVD Slide Show: Countryside, Attribute = Playlist

These slides would play when button 1 is pressed:

• Picture 1 , »

• Picture 2

• Picture 3

• Picture 4

• Pictyre 5

2. Button 2 on First menu inDVD Slide Show: Seaside, Attribute = Playlist

These slides would play when button 2 is pressed:

• Picture 6

• Picture 7

• Pictures

• Picture 9

• Video 1

3. Button 3 on First menu in DVD Slide Show: Historical, Attribute = Folder

A new menu with 2 buttons woxild appear when button 3 is pressed.

1 . Button 1 on Menu under Button 3 ofFirst menu in DVD Slide Show

Churches, Attribute = Playlist

These slides would play when button 1 is pressed:

• Picture 10

• Picture 11
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• Picture 12

• Picture 13

• Video 2

2, Button 2 on Menu under Button 3 of First menu in DVD Slide Show Castles,

Attribute = Playlist

These slides would play when button 2 is pressed:

• Picture 14

• Picture 15

• Picture 16

• Picture 17

• Videos

4. Button 4 on First menu in DVD Slide Show Irish Songs, Attribute = Playlist

These slides would play when button 2 is pressed:

• Song 1

• Song 2

• Song 3

[0033] It should thus be seen that based upon tiie hierarchy of the content as organized in the

multimedia management system, a multimedia presentation is easily created and biimed or

output onto removable media as desired. Although the example shown included a variety of

Albxmis, some including Sub-Albums, it should be recognized that regardless ofthe structure of

the multimedia content as organized by the user, the one button authoring and burning function

allows a presentation to be created and produced on removable media with a single operation

command, which could simply provide the removable media with the multimedia content which

begins to play upon pressing the Play button of the DVD player or the like, a single menu item

which begins the presentation when selected by tiie user on playback, or a multi-level menu
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structure created, such as described in the above example, to allow selective navigation through

the content by meaas ofthe menu operated by the DVD remote control or the hke.

[0034] The abiUty to automatically use the hierarchical structure in creating the menu structure

on the CD/DVD then simplifies the playback of the CD/DVD by others. The system then

automatically provides the disk image to the CD/DVD burning software at 102, and bums the

encoded data to the CD/DVD in the specified fomiat, such as VCD 2.0, SVCD orDVD formats.

As seen in Fig. 7A, the procedure to create a multimedia presentation on removable media

related to the example given above is shown graphically, and comprises organization ofthe

multimedia content in the user interface at 115. A Bum CDADVD button 116 provided on the

user interface is implemented once the content has been organized in the desired fashion. The

utiUty creates the CD/DVD or other media with the same file and directory structure being

mapped to the removable media so that upon playback via a CD/DVD player 117, the content is

displayed in a menu directory for navigation by use of the remote control 118 for the player 117.

As seen on the TV or monitor 119 coupled to the player 117, the file and directory structure as

organized in the multimedia management system is copied to the menu displayed thereon. In the .

.

example shown, the menu associated with the mxiltimedia presentation created using the one

button authoring/bunung system of the invention comprises the main menu buttons relating to

"Countryside", "Historical", "Irish Music" and "Sea Towns", which the user would select using

the DVD remote control 118, It should be recognized in the example given, if the user selected

the *TIistorical" menu button, the additional menu items relating to the Sub-Albums" of

"Castles" and "Churches" would be displayed on the monitor 119 for selection.

[0035] An alternative embodiment ofthe authoring utility is shown in Eig. 6A. The user may

perform a similar fimction manually by selecting the authoring utility at 104, and selecting and

organizing the multimedia content at 106. The multimedia material is encoded in a

predetenmned format at 108, corresponding to the removable media on which it is to be

recorded. The user may then be prompted to create the menu/directory hierarchy, which will be

viewed when the media is accessed by selection of the catalog structure for the multimedia

content at 110. This system allows the user to customize the way in which the newly transferred

multimedia content is later accessed. To further customize the multimedia content and/or access

to the content, the authoring utiUty allows the user to select options for presentation and storage
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ofmultimedia content in association with menus/directories based upon the selected multimedia

content at 112, and in accordance with the user selected catalog structure ofthe content.

[0036] The options for presentation and storage ofthe multimedia content at 112 may include a

variety of features, the following of which are only certain examples. After the multimedia

content is selected and organized at 106, encoded at 108 and catalogued at 110, the user may add

a music track to the multimedia data to go along with the multimedia content when downloaded

to removable media, including multi track or surround soxmd capabilities which would allow a

great amount of flexibiUty in the types of audio information added to the multimedia content,

such as voice and music. Thus, in addition to or apart from music, voice data may be added,

allowing narration to be added to go along with a slideshow downloaded to the CD as an

example. The media management system may allow narration to be added by a user when

previewing the media presentation or slide show on the PC by means of a microphone connected

to the PC. The media management system could be configured to provide user selectable

functions when previewing a sUde show, such as record and stop buttons to facilitate adding

narration in association with c\irrent shdes being viewed. The management system also allows

audio files to be stored with other multimedia content, wherein the present invention woidd

allow audio or other information to be automatically assigned across all media files in a folder

when authoring a CD/DVt). Thus, various enhancements can be added to certain multimedia

content, such as digital pictures, digital video or the like. In addition, the user may also be

prompted to select the format type for the multimedia content, such as VCD 2.0', SVCD orDVD

formats, to allow the created CD to be played on any DVD player or dedicated player which

supports these formats. As an alternative, the created removable media may be designed for use

in other computers, and along with the multimedia content, software may be provided for

. playback of the content on another computer. For example, a viewer supporting the media

management system may be downloaded to the removable media, such that upon insertion into a

computer, the appUcation will be automatically launched to allow viewing ofthe multimedia

content on the computer. Alternatively, the system could provide a way to play back on a PC the

DVD, SVCD and VCD2.0 disks created by the media management system. This could be in

addition to be able to play back the removable media in theDVD player. Thereafter, the user is

prompted to create the CD/DVD media or other removable media at 114. Specifically, the user

inserts some type ofremovable, recordable media 114 such as a CD-R, DVD-R, orMD into the
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Personal Computer's removable media drive. The multimedia content is recorded on the

removable media in the desired user selected catalog structure for subsequent playback and

viewing thereof, simplifying both the creation of the content as well as subsequent use. The

options as described or other such options may be provided for enhancing or manipulation of the

multimedia content as desired in either of the embodiments of the authoring utility.

[0037] The attributes of the multimedia management system desirably format multimedia

content into a hierarchical structure that simplifies identifying and navigating through the

content. The same attributes are desirably transferred to the organization and structure ofthe

content on the removable media. As described, the authoring utility may allow the user with a

one-button command to author a multimedia presentation and output it to removable media such

as to create a CD/DVD which can be played on any suitable DVD player supporting formats

such as VCD 2.0, SVCD and DVD. The multimedia management system will support Play List

navigation functionality defined in the VCD 2.0, SVCD and DVD system specifications. The

*T3lind" navigation functionality specified by the VCD 2.0 and SVCD specification allows the

user to interact with the DVD player using its remote control. As examples of the types of

commands which can be structured into the organization of the multimedia content to provide

menu navigation capabilities in the playback of the multimedia content on a DVD player, the

following are representative. A Next Linkage command will provide fimctionahty to go the next

entry in the Play List and begin playing. As an example, the Next Linkage function may be

assigned to the »| button on the DVDA^'ideo CD remote. A Previous Linkage function may be

programmed to allow the user to go the previous entry in the Play List and begin playing. The

Previous Linkage function may be assigned to the |« button on the DVD/video CD remote. A
Return Linkage command would allow the user to go a specified entry in the Play List as set

forth on a menu displayed on the video monitor. The Return Linkage function may be assigned

to the "RETURN" button on the DVDA^ideo CD remote. Another example would be a Numeric

Linkage command, which would allow the user to go to numerical entry in the Play List, which

has been programmed to correspond with the number pressed. The Numeric Linkage may

respond to the numeric keys on the DVDA^ideo CD remote. The numeric keys of the remote

may thus be assigned to the menu items recorded on the CD.

[0038] In a form ofthe invention as briefly described previously, the inultimedia management

system allows the user to organize multimedia content into a hierarchical scheme. The authoring
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Utility then allows the hierarchical scheme to be used to translate or transfer the rQultimedia

content to removable media vising a single user implemented operation. Thus, using the

multimedia management system, the content can be arranged using the '^blind" navigation

functionality specified by the VCD 2.0 and SVCD specifications. This allows the user to select

the one-button author and bum feature as described. As an alternative, some ofthe fimctions that

are automated by organizing the multimedia content in a particular manner, could form the basis

for prompts to fee user, which would allow menu structures to be created. The simplicity of a

"one button author and bum" feature is desirable, and the multimedia management system can

perform analysis ofthe menu structure for the album selected for downloading onto a removable

medium, and create the appropriate menu images. Menu images may be text if desired, but also

could be a selected archived picture into a thumbnail (small picture) picture that can be used in

the menu/directory hierarchy. The use of a small picture of a selected item visually aids the user

of the removable media in niavigating the menu structure and in selecting the desired content to

be viewed. Additionally, the media-authoring tool allows file names of the archived multimedia

data to be incorporated into the file stmcture and used as menxi/directory identifiers if desired.

As an example, under a hierarchical organization scheme, a top-level album becomes the name

of the menu, which automatically is generated upon playing in a DVD player. Each of the sub-

albums becomes an option on the main menu. Further, any subcategories within sub-albums -

become menus under the appropriate sub-album fi-om the main menu. The multimedia

management system calls the authoring program, and the content for generating menu items is

encoded, such content being pictures, music or video, and mapped into the appropriate format,

such as Mpeg format. SVCD uses Mpeg 2 and VCD 2.0 uses Mpeg 1 as examples. The

authoring utility then receives the following data for each thumbnail or other multimedia content

contained in the selected album and any sub-albums or sub-categories, as an example. The type

of file, such as Menu, Still, Video or Audio, the duration to display the Still, Video or Audio and

the location of the actual contents of the file. Further, the location of the Next Item in the Play

List, the location of the Previous Item in Play List, or the location of the Item in the Play List for

the RETURN fimction is received. If the type of file is a Menu entry, then the list ofwhich

entries are assigned to a numerical niimber on the remote control are received. Once the

authoring utility receives the data for each of the Menu items, it creates an image of the CD with

the appropriate Play List information and the Mpeg stream. The "one-button bum" utihty then
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takes the CD image created by the authoring utility and bums the contents to a CD as described.

The mapping ofmenu files to the burned contents on the CD greatly facilitates navigation of the

multimedia content, and allows use of a DVD remote control unit in this regard.

[0039] The mapping ofmultimedia data to the removable storage media to include the

hierarchical structure of the data as created with the media management system is more

partictilarly provided by an API interface for creating title project script files which describe the

content, layout, structure and navigation of the multimedia content to be compiled by the

compiler of the authoring utihty. The user may therefore translate a desired multimedia

experience into script files, which direct the title compiler of the authoring utility to create a title

for recording to CD, DVD media or other media. For descriptive purposes, the file structure may

be thought of as including Slides, which define a presentation to be made, and a Tray, being a

container having zero or more Slides. The multimedia presentation will thus include

infrastructure navigation, being a default order in which Slides are arranged in the tray. The

infrastructure navigation can deviate from the default by programming options selected by the

user in title authoring utihty. A specific Slide Type is provided to address viewer navigational

options or provides interactive navigation, enabling the creation of titles, which have menus a

title viewer would use to interactively navigate through the- title. In the preferred structure of the

multimedia data, a Tray will provide a "named" object within the title, and by default, every title

will include a "maitf ' Tray. Additional Trays can be defined and given names by the user. A

Slide then defines a presentation by use of Slide attributes selected by the user. A presentation

may be comprised of three basic attributes, video content, audio content and control parameters

as examples. The types of content and control attributes determine the type of Shde and

ultimately the type of presentation made. Each Shde will comprise at least one attribute, but not

all attributes are "required" entry attributes, but are instead optional. Optional attributes modify

the way Slides are compiled and presented. As previously mentioned. Slide attributes such as

Next Key Linkage, Return Key Linkage and Previous Key Linkage identify infrastructure links

which may be selected by the viewer by means of a remote control associated with the media

player. In addition, other attributes, such as Time Code ioformation, and Area ofInteirest, SUde

Name and Duration may also be provided to faciUtate playback operations. The Time Code is

used to specify a point in time in the string format of the encoded multimedia data. The Area of

Interest identifies an area of interest within a stream, such as within an audio file or within a
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Mpeg video stream. An Area of Interest may be defined by two Time Codes, being the in and

out times in the data stream. The Slide Name may be a character string representative of the

unique name of the Slide, and Duration is a period oftime added to a Slide presentation. For

example, Duration maybe defined to specify how long a Still Slide is presented before moving

onto the next presentation. Depending upon the nature of the multimedia data, the presentation

will be tadlored to a users desired format, and may as an example include, Still Slides, Video

Slides, AV Stream Slides, Menu Shdes or Video Menu Slides. A Still Slide presents a

photographic still image display, and as previously mentioned, may optionally include audio.

The attributes for a Still Slide include Content fiuies, such as a raster image file or audio file, the

Slide Name, and the Duration and optionally menu operations such as the Next Key, Return Key,

Previous Key or Area ofInterest, For a Video Slide, a video stream is presented to the viewer,

and may include audio. The attributes of a Video Slide may include Content files, such as a

video file or audio file. The Slide Name, the Duration and optionally menu operations as with a

Still Slide maybe provided. For a Video SHde, if a Duration is appUed, it may be applied at the

end of a video stream, wherein the last video firamp may be displayed ia a freeze firame mode for

the Duration time.

[0040] An AV Stream Slide is similar to a Still Slide, but includes audio and generally will

comprise a combination oftwo or more photographic image files presented over a single

unbroken audio presentation. Each image file may be synchronized to present at a different point

in time relative to the beginning of the stream, and presentation rates may be selected, such as

rates of IHz or slower. When the presentation starts, audio begins to play and the first image file

may be displayed, and as the audio stream continues to play, a next defined image file will be

displayed at a specified Time Code. This function can occur without a break in the audio, and

the display duration of each image may be defined by the display time of the next image in the

stream or the end ofthe stream. The attributes associated with an AV Stream Slide may again

include Content files, iiicluding raster image files and/or audio files, Slide Name, Duration and

Image File Time Code assigned for each image file added to the Slide. A Loop Audio attribute

may be provided to allow repetition of audio in the event there are image time codes located

beyond the end-ofthe audio stream. If a Loop Audio attribute is set, the audio file will be

extended by concatenation to accommodate the additional image files. Menu attributes may

again be set if desired.

.
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[0041] A Menu Slide is a specialized version of a Still SUde, and the presentation method is

similar thereto. The Menu Slide also has associated therewith at least one "interactive

navigation" hot spot or button. Each such button is programmed to link to a specific location

within the Title if selected by the viewer, A Menu has one'or more buttons, with each button

assigned a link to address using the target SUde Name, the name of the Shde to be presented in

the event the viewer selects the button. The attributes of the Menu Slide may again include

Content files similar to a Still Slide, Slide Name, button definitions, such as Button Key Code

number relating to the remote control or key code sequence to select the button, the button

coordinate-location and a link to a Target Name of a SUde to be presented next ifthe button is

selected. A Loop Counter may be provided when audio is included with the Menu presentation,

to selectively loop audio content in a desired manner. The Duration attribute on a Menu Slide is

used as a Menu timeout facility, and Menu operation attributes may again be provided if desired.

A Video Menu SUde is similar to the Menu SUde but includes fiiU motion video instead of

photographic still image files, in suitable digital format. The Video Menu SUde presents the

video stream to the viewer, and the viewer can select to navigate to another point in the file

during video playback. There may also be associated with this type ofSUde one or more

"interactive navigation" hot spots or buttons to link to a specific location within the Title if

selected by the viewer. The attributes of a Video Menu Slide may include Content files, SUde

name, button definitions similar to the Menu Slide, a Loop Counter, and if desired Duration and

Menu operation attributes.

[0042] For the types of Slides described abovcj proper jSle formats for the type ofplayback

device are provided. Such formats may be referred to as "target ready" formats, or Content files,

which are format compUant with the target play fonnat. Depending upon the playback device to

be used, the user selects a target ready format for the multimedia data which is previously

described, may include Video CD formats, including VCD 2.0, SVCD orDVD video fonnat as

examples.

[0043] Implementation of the interface described above may use three objects, being the Project

object, the Tray object and the SUde object to define a presentation. The objects are arranged to

form a distributed hiCTarchical or tree structure. The root ofthe Title Project tree is the Project

object or script generator interface. This object is created by the appUcation when required and

is used to create a Title Project file compatible with the title compiler interface. A Tray object
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will contain zero or more Slide objects, while a Slide object defines a content presentation as

defined above. As there are a number of different types of Slide configurations available as

described above, all derived fiom the same common class object, each Slide is provided with a

set ofrequired and/or optional attributes, for example Content files as described. The interface

then provides various fimctions for creating a new Slide object, and adding a Slide to a Project as

examples. After creation ofa new Slide object, the apphcation may use other fimctions to fill in

the required and optional attributes, and the new Slide may be added to the Title Project. Adding

a Slide to the Project will typically be the final step in the Slide creation process.

[0044] Another aspect ofthe present invention is illustrated by Fig. 8, which describes a CD

mastering utihty system 130 for assisting the user in creating a complete, fiilly mastered

removable media product. The CD mastering utility 64 as referred to in Fig. 4, is selected at 130

which in conjunction with the multimedia management system, allows the user to select and

organize multimedia content at 132. This step is similar to that as described with reference to

Fig. 6, and preferably allows this organization into a hierarchical scheme comprise at least one

top-level, and may further comprise at least one sub-level. The CD mastering utihty 130

thereafter prompts the user to select images from the organized multimedia content at 134 for

fiiU CD mastering, which for creating a removable multimedia such as.a CD, may iaclude a CD

labei, cover, insert, jewel case and contents. Thus, once the user has selected a catalog or

catalogs which are to be mastered to a CD, the creation utility 130 prompts the user to select

images from the catalogs at 134 for the CD graphics, and allows them to drop text into the CD

graphics. As shown in Fig. 9, the mastering utility program 130 allows the user to create

customized graphics/text for the label 144, cover 140, and insert 142 for a CD/DVD and its

protective jewel case. As an alternative, the hierarchical catalog structure ofthe multimedia

content may allow these niaterials to be generated automatically, in a one-button operation, such

as by using a top-level image for the CD label and cover, and a sub-level image for other ofthe

CD graphics or text information. In this manner, no selections will have to be made by the user,

as the selections are made based upon the logical organization of the multimedia content in the

hierarchical structure. It should also be recognized that a software mastering program 130 for

the creation of customized graphics for labels, covers, inserts is also contemplated for removable

media such as a Minidisk, and other recordable, portable storage media.
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[0045] A further component of the present invention is the media sharing utility 150, which is

illustrated in Fig. 10. This multimedia utility allows the user to organize multimedia content to

be shared with other individuals via the Intemet on their own PC. Previously, to share such

content via the intemet, a user would have to setoQ) their own web site, post content which is to

be shared, and refer others to that site, lil the present invention, such content may be easily

organized and shared on their own PC, with others then being able to connect to the PC via the

Intemet for viewing the material. With today's.technology, private Internet sessions can be

established, in which one computer is set up as a server, and another computer as a cUent,

allowing commimication between the computers linked via the Intemet. As an example, there

have been tools developed to allow sharing ofmusic files via the Internet, such as Napster,

representing the types oftechnologies to allow such sharhig sessions to be established.

Alternatively, the sharing utility 150 may be used to share multimedia content over the Intemet,

Intranet, or any type ofcomputer network. Many times pictures, videos, and audio are captured

and then, simply stored on the PC to never be seen again, the Intemet sharing software allows one

to organize pictures on their PC with Internet sharing utility to post the multimedia content for

selective access. By making the multimedia content available over a computer network such as

the Internet, the user can share the content wifh sl large nimiber ofpeople simultaneously. The PC

can be set in a share mode to allow the sharing of content, and still bQ used for other tasks at the

same time the content is being viewed via this utility. Further, when a user accesses the

multimedia data in the sharing computer, the content'can be automatically downloaded to the

users PC to add the content to their multimedia management system ifdesired,

[0046] The multimedia sharing utility 150 is selected, and desired multimedia content selected

and organized at 152. The user is prompted to identify the multimedia content for access via the

Intemet at 154, and to identify users who are granted access to the designated multiinedia content

at 156. Security measures, such as a user name and password may be implemented to only allow

viewing ofthe content by designated individuals as specified by the user at 156. The computer

may then be set up in a server mode at 158 to allow communication with a client computer, and

access ofthe multimedia content thereby. Ifthe client computer has a compatible multimedia

management system resident thereon, the multimedia content as organized at 152, may be easily

integrated into the client computer database. As a further example, the system and methods may

also allow automatic adjustment ofthe resolution of the content for playback based upon the
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characteristics of tke users particular playback system. In sharing content via the Internet, a user

may have a slow connection, between the server and cUent, and it would then be preferable to

download only the minimum amount of data to speed transfer times. The system can be

configured to only download the data for content that can be supported by the clients display,

system. For example, if the cUents system display can only support up to VGA screen resolution,

then it would not be necessary to send an image with higher resolution than this. The system

could compare the resolution of the content being transferred with the maximum resolution of

the target computer. Ifthe resolution of the content is higher than the maximum resolution of the

target computer, the software could convert the content to a desired lower resolution prior to

transfer.

[0047] The media wizard utiUty 68 as referred to in Fig. 4 is further described in Fig. 11,

allowing multimedia content to be easily integrated into a multimedia management system

and/or stored on a removable media device. The media wizard is initiated at 160, which can

occur in various manners. A removable media reader, such as a flash.media reader, may be

configured with firmware to support the multimedia management system, or the operating

system can be used to notify the multimedia management system that new removable media has

been insertedj regardless of the type ofremovable media. The firmware on the flash reader

would automatically notify the management system when it detected flash memory being

inserted. , The management system would be automatically initiated on the computer, and would

launch the media wizard at 160, and send detected multimedia content into the management

system at 162. As an alternative, preconfigured multimedia content placed on removable media

could automatically launch the media wizard 160 upon insertion into the computer.

Preconfigured multimedia content would be configured in a manner to be compatible with the

multimedia management system, with multimedia content already organized in a hierarchical

arrangement on the removable m6dia. For example, DataPlay, Inc. is planning to market a

digital memory device, which allows a very large amount of digital data to be stored in a very

small size device. Multimedia content providers can store multimedia content on the media so

that when it is plugged into a reader or a PC, the content will be in a format the multimedia

management system will recognize, such that it will autornatically pull the content into a

hierarchical scheme comprising at least one top-level, and may fiirther comprise at least one sub-

level. Thus, multimedia content providers, could provide digital audio files or digital movies
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stored on such memory devices, the memory device then simply being interconnected to a PC

and automatically integrated into the multimedia management system resident thereon.

.

Information contained within the memory device would allow creation ofmultimedia content in

the hierarchical structure within a predetermined category depending upon the content itself

such as a new audio album, a movie or the like. For example, audio datamay be stored in

association with the multimedia management system in any suitable format, and the authoring

utility previously described could be used to automatically create removable media with the

content. MP3 data disks, Digital Audio CD's or the like^may then be easily created in a form for

playback on suitable player devices. The multimedia contmt provider could introduce copy

protection into the material to avoid subsequent sharing of this content. Thus, the media wizard

160 will determine if the multimedia content is preconfigured content at 164, and if so, will

automatically integrate the multimedia content into the multimedia system to organize it into a

hierarchical format at 166. Alternatively, if the multimedia content is not preconfigured at 164,

the system will prompt the user to select options regarding the multimedia content at '168.

Alternatively, the system could analyze the multimedia data created by the user and

automatically integrate the data into the proper catalogs in the database based upon the type of

multimedia data file the content is. hi this manner, a user could create digital photograph

slideshows by simply taking digital pictures and storing such pictures on a smart media

removable flash memory or other suitable removable memory device. When the flash memoiy is

inserted into a flash reader, and the reader interconnected to a PC, the flash reader will notify the

multimedia management system that new media is detected, and will launch the management

system, either immediately or the next occasion where the multimedia management system is

opened by the user. The management system will read in the multimedia content, such as

reading in thumbnails ofphotographs from the flash memory, and prompt the user to select

thumbnails that can be used for. folder albiun covers in the hierarchical catalog structure. The

management system may then prompt the user to identify which album or albums the user wants

to store each picture in. Once in this format, either as preconfigured content at 166 or user

content at 168, the user then may select a storage option at 170, such as a one-button CD h\xm

option on the management system interface, which would transfer the created album to a CD as

previoiisly described. Alternatively, the user could create a removable media for playback in a
'

PC, or may maintain the content within the management system database. At step 168, the
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media wizard 160 may allow the user to delete any imwaixted picture by selecting the pictures

thumbnail and pressing a delete option on the screen. Alternatively, the user could rotate any

pictures by selecting specific thumbnails and pressing an option on the screen to rotate the

picture. The wizard would then prompt the user for a name of an image to assign to a new album

within the hierarchical catalog structure, and would display the thumbnail of the images to allow

the user to select one ofthem for the cover of the newly created album. The user may then be

given the option of inserting another smart media flash memory with images, and these steps can

be repeated until all pictures are introduced into the management system. The user may then be

presented witii options to play a slideshow of the pictures on the PC screen, printout the pictures

on a printer, create a video file, create a video presentation, create audio files, create removable

media or any other desirable output option. More particularly, the multimedia management

system may provide prompting for the user to output multimedia information in a variety of

forms or manners, such as allowing printing of the media or creating a multimedia presentation

on removable media such as a CD having multimedia data formatted in the SVCD, VCD 2.0,

DVD or CDA formats as an example. Further, the user could output data for storage on a CD or

other removable media, such as in the MP3, JPEG or other formats for later retrieval using the

multimedia management system on a PC. The user may also create a video on a CD by

outputting the information as an MPEG 1 .0 or MPEG 2.0 stream to a CD or other removable

media. The system also allows a user to output a DVD clip or movie file image, allowing

burning of a DVD, if the user has suitable equipment.

[0048] Ifthe user selects burning a CD sUdeshow, the wizard may prompt the user to select

accompanying music, which could be played across their pictures during the CD slideshow.

Various musical themes may be provided for selection by the user. The wizard 160 would then

call the aulhoring utility as described previously, and specify the slideshow menu options for the

CD. As an example, a first menu option may be provided to play a slideshow of all the pictures

in the new album with the selected music also being played. A menu option 2 would display a

sub-menu with options to play a slide show of grouped pictures within the hieriarchical structure

of the cataloged multimedia content. A third menu option may display a slideshow developed on

the multimedia management system, authoring utilities as well as other aspects thereof, or other

menu items could be included for content provided on the removable media. The menu options
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may again be selected using the numerical keypad on a remote control associated with the DVD
player as an example.

[0049] The media wizard 160 may also be configured to be used when a multimedia

management system is installed for a first tune on a PC and when new multimedia content is

copied to the hard drive. During a first time install, the wizard 160 will present in a tree view of

the folders on the hard drive which contain multimedia content. .The user will be able to easily

navigate the tree to view the actual multimedia content of each folder. The user will then be

presented with an option to select content to add to the management system database, and the

wizard launched to put the appropriate information into the management system database, such

as a pointer to the multimedia files or indexing a thumbnail image ofthe file, etc. Ifnew

multimedia files are copied to the hard drive, a monitor program resident as part of the

management system will detect such new multimedia files. Upon detection, or the next time the

management system is run, the wizard 160 will automatically run, and the new content may be

added into new or existing folders or new or existing albums within the management-system

database. The monitor program may also keep track of deleted and/or moved files. For deleted

files, the system may remove the pointer in the management system database. For moved files,

the system will update the pointers in the database to point to the new location ofthe media file.

[0050] The foregoing disclosure is illustrative of the present invention and is not to be construed

as limiting thereof Although one or more embodiments ofthe invention have been described,

persons of ordinary skill in the art will readily appreciate that numerous modifications could be

made without departing firom the scope and spirit ofthe disclosed invention. As such, it should

be understood that all such modifications are intended to be included within the scope of this

invention. The written description and drawings illustrate the present invention and are not to be

construed as lindted to the specific embodiments disclosed.
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CLAIMS

1 . A system for producing a multimedia presentation comprising:

a computer program for organizing multimedia data in a hierarchical structure in association with

an electronic storage device; and

a computer program automatically creating menu information j&om the selected multimedia data

based upon the hierarchical structure.

' 2. The system according to claim 1, wherein the hierarchical structure comprises at least one

top level directory having at least one multimedia data file.

3. The system according to claim 1, wherein the hierarchical structure comprises at least one

top level directory having at least one sub-directory having at least one multimedia data file.

4. The system according to claim 1, wherein the hierarchical structure comprises at least a

top level directory and at least one sub-level directory having at least multunedia data file, with

the top level data file used to generate a top level menu command in the multimedia presentation,

and the at least one sub-level data file used to generate at least one sub-level menu command in

the multimedia presentation.

5. The system according to claim 1, wherein the computer program for creating menu

information allows output of the information iu a manner selected firom the group consisting of

printing media, creating a multimedia presentation on removable media, storing data on

removable media, creating a video file and creating aDVD movie file.

6. The system according to claim 1, wherein the computer program for creating menu

information outputs the information to.removable media in a selected format

7. The system according to claim 6, wherein the selected format is a format selected fix>m

the group consisting ofVCD 2.0, SVCD, DVD, Data CD and CDA CD formats.

8. A system for producing media containing customized multimedia content comprising:

a computer program for organizing multimedia data in association with an electronic storage

device;

a computer program for encoding selected organized multimedia data into a predetermined

format;
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a computer program used to create menus for the selected multimedia data for inclusion in the

selected multimedia data; and

a computer program for creating an image of the selected organized multimedia data and

outputting the image.

9. The system according to claim 8, wherein,

the image is output to removable media which is compatible for playback in a suitable

playback device.

.

10. The system according to claim 8, wherein,

the computer program for organizing and managing multimedia data structures the

multimedia data in a hierarchical structure including a top level.

1 1 . The system according to claim 1 0, wherein,

the computer program for organizing multimedia data structures the multimedia data in a

hierarchical structure further comprising at least one sub-level.

12. The system according to claim 8, wherein,

' the multimedia data is encoded into a digital format suitable for playback on aDVD

player supporting SVCD or VCD 2.0 formats.

* 13. The S3^tem according to claim 8, wherein,

the menus comprises thumbnail pictures representative of the multimedia data.

14. The system according to claim 8, wherein,

the computer program for organizing the multimedia data into a hierarchical format, and

the computer program for creating menu information utilizes the hierarchical structure ofthe

organized multimedia data to create the menu informatiou.

15. The system according to claim 8, wherein,'

the computer program for creating an image automatically selects and creates an image

from the organized multimedia data outputs flie selected midtimedia data to removable media

upon execution of a single operation.

16. The system according to claim 8, wherein,

the computer program for creating an image ofthe selected multimedia data outputs the

selected multimedia data to removable media upon execution of a single operation.

17. The system according to claim 8, wherein,
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the menu information comprises commands selected from the group consisting ofnext

linkage, previous linkage, return linkage, and numeric linkage.

18. The system according to claim 8, wherein,

the multimedia data is encoded into a digital format for playback on a digital format

playback device, and menu information therein allows navigation through the selected •

multimedia data when playing back the data.

19. A system for mastering a removable storage media containing customized multimedia

content comprising:

a computer program organizing multimedia data in a hierarchical structure in association with an

electronic storage device;

a computerprogram for selecting predetennined multimedia data from the organized multimedia

data;

a computer program for automatically selecting graphic information from tlie selected

multimedia data based upon the hierarchical structure for use on packaging associated with the

removable media; and . .
•

a computer program for outputting the selected graphic information for printing packaging

associated with the removable media.

20. The system according to claim 19, wherein,

the computer program for organizing multimedia data structures the data into a

hierarchical format, and graphic information is automatically selected from the hierarchical

format for use on the packaging.

21 . The system according to claim 19, wherein,

the program for selecting graphic information automatically selects such information

frorh the selected multimedia data for printing on the packaging.

22. A system for enabling sharing ofmultimedia data over the Internet comprising:

a computer program for organizing multimedia data in association with an electronic storage

device associated with a computer being comiected to the Intemet;

a computer program for selecting predetermined multimedia.data from the multimedia data;

a computer program to set the computer in a shared mode such that the selected multimedia data

maybe accessed by a user via an Intemet connection.

23 . The system according to claim 22, wherein,
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the program for selecting predeteiroined multimedia data allows the user to select

multimedia data designed to be viewed by a selected authorized user.

24. The system according to claim 22, further comprising security measures for identifying

users attempting to access the multimedia data to verify that such users are authorized users for

access to the selected midtimedia data.

25. The system according to claim 22, -wherein upon accessing the multimedia data, the

multimedia data is automatically downloaded to the users computer..

26. A system for integrating multimedia data iato a multimedia management system

comprising: ,

a computer program for monitoring a computer for multimedia data input thereto;

a computer program for copyiug detected multimedia data to a multimedia management system

database;

a computer program for prompting a user to select options relating to the configuration of the

multimedia data and for selecting the output form of ttie multimedia data.

27. The system according to claim 26, wherein,

the program for monitoring automatically detects any new multimedia data input, and launches

the multimedia management system and copy the detected multimedia data to the management

system database.

28. The system according to claim 26, wherein,

the program for monitoring automatically detects any new multimedia data input, and launches

the multimedia management system the next time the multimedia management system is opened

to copy the detected multimedia data to the management system database.

29. The system according to claim 26, wherein,

the program for prompting the user provides user selectable options selected ftom the

group consisting of deleting any multimedia data, rotating pictures contained in flie multimedia

data, naming ofmultimedia data, inserting additional multimedia data, inserting audio

information, displaying multimedia data and downloading selected multimedia to a removable

storage media.

30. The system according to claim 26, wherein.
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the mxxltimedia data is preconfigured into a format compatible with the multim^edia

management system to be automatically inserted in the system database in a predetermined

configuration.

31. The system according to claim 26, wherein,

the multimedia data is user generated, and the program for prompting a user to select

options enables the multimedia data to be inserted into the multimedia management system

database in a predetermined configuration based upon the type ofnam data.

32'. A data processing system for managing multimedia-content comprising:

a central computing device and a display;

means for organizing multimedia data;

means for mapping multimedia data into a predetermined format; and

means for transferring mapped multimedia data to a removable storage medium,

33. A computer program product comprising:

a computer usable medimn having computer readable program code means embodied in

said medium for organizing multimedia content; and

the computer usable mediimi having computer readable program code means embodied

in said medium for automatically mapping and transferring multimedia data to a removable

storage medium.

34. A method ofmanaging multimedia content, the method comprising the steps of:

(a) developing an organizational structure for said multimedia data;

(b) selecting an operation to create a multimedia presentation using a computer system

wherein a plurality ofmultimedia data files aire authored dependent upon the organizational

structure;

(c) encoding the authored multimedia data files into a predetermined format; and

(d) transferring said multimedia data to a removable storage medium.

35. A system for producing removable media having custonoized multimedia content

comprising:

a computer program for organizing multimedia data in association with an electronic storage

device, the program creating a database having a plurahty of directories having at least one

multimedia data file, the plurahty of directories being assigned an attribute selected firom the
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group cotisisting of directory having at least one subdirectory and a directory having a list of at

least one multimedia data file;

a computer program using the assignment ofthe attribute for mapping the multimedia data files

to removable media in a selected format, whereby playback ofthe multimedia data files in

association with the removable media is controlled by the selected format.

36. The system as in claim 35^ wherein at least one directory includes both at least one

subdirectory and a list ofmultimedia data files, with the at least one subdirectory assigned the

attribute ofa directory and the remaining multimedia data files assigned the attribute of a list of

multimedia data files.
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FIG. 6A
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